
Once a patient has been diagnosed with a carcinoid 
tumor, regular monitoring becomes an integral part of 
his/her treatment plan, because even small tumors may 
have metastatic potential. Optimal monitoring includes 
regular imaging and continued biomarker testing.1-3

Patient’s medical 
history

Physical 
examination

Imaging, such as CT/ 
MRI and somatostatin 

receptor-based imaging 
(ie, OctreoscanTM or  

gallium Ga 68 dotatate PET)

Biomarker testing, 
such as urinary 

5-HIAA and plasma 
CgA levels

Regular monitoring is recommended in 
order to assess disease progression1

Monitoring carcinoid tumors 
and prognostic indicators

For patients with metastatic 
disease, the National 
Comprehensive Cancer 
Network® (NCCN®) 
recommends regular imaging 
every 3 to 12 months.1

BIOMARKER TESTING FOR CARCINOID SYNDROME

Carcinoid syndrome is usually associated with distant metastatic carcinoid 
tumors. Therefore, it is imperative that patients with carcinoid tumors are 
routinely tested for carcinoid syndrome.1,4,5

Urinary 5-HIAA is the primary biomarker test used to identify carcinoid syndrome. 
It is used to identify serotonin overproduction caused by carcinoid tumors.1 

GENERAL MONITORING FOR CARCINOID TUMORS1

CgA, chromogranin A; CT, computed tomography; 5-HIAA, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; 
PET, positron emission tomography.

Octreoscan is a trademark of Curium.
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As you monitor disease progression, the following indicators may help determine 
whether the prognosis is positive or negative.

Prognostic indicators

 Î Regular imaging and biomarker testing, as well as tracking of 
prognostic indicators, can help in your treatment of patients 
with carcinoid tumors.

Learn more about carcinoid syndrome

POSITIVE INDICATORS4,6-8 NEGATIVE INDICATORS4,6,7,9

Age <50 years Hepatic or distant metastases

Low-grade tumor Atypical histological features

Tumor size <3 cm Presence of carcinoid syndrome

Well-differentiated tumor Presence of second malignancy

Low levels of CgA High levels of pancreastatin

Low levels of neurokinin A Depth of tumor invasion
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